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About This Game

One day, all at once, magic entered the world as we know it.

It's existence was not something known in secret circles - the current government announced it publicly, leading it to quickly
become common knowledge. Now, we're in an age where magic is used as a normal resource and has permeated throughout

many different industries and fields around the world.

This is a story about the fates of those who live in this magical world. Read on as six radically different people find their paths
converging in this new world...

Key Features

A visual novel specialized in contemporary fantasy with lots of fights!
Full 1920x1080 HD graphics!
Experience the story from various points of view in the expansive character-swapping system.
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Title: Sorcery Jokers All Ages Version
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
3rdEye
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or newer

Processor: Core2Duo 1.8GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1280x720

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 7200 MB available space

Sound Card: PCM, Direct Sound

English,Japanese
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This VN has to be one of the coolest I read in a long time since the days of Fate\/Night and Tsukihime. The plot is interesting
and engrossing, the characters interesting and defy your expectations. I personally believe it would be an great pickup for
anyone who enjoy VNs.

With that being said, special disclaimers below.

1) This game have no branching choices\/change of plot if you resolve an event earlier. Basically just sit back and enjoy the
ride. [Unlike Fate\/Night and their infamous BAD endings, there is exactly one route]

2) The beginning came off a little slow, with the main characters appearing to be standard anime tropes. One of the MCs was so
sterotypical it made my teeth cringe. But I want to say by end of the first story arc the pay off is definitely worth it.

3) The only real downside is this game recycle a lot of combat animation and graphics.

4) Also, some of the character graphics were a bit eh. I am not an SJW by any strech of imagination and I enjoy pretty waifus
like any other man, but I can't imagine a certain female heroine walk around the street in the winter with only a bra on made
sense...

With that being said, I give this game an 8\/10 and definitely an good experience.
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